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Abstract
This paper presents a non-contact measurement approach, based on digital photogrammetry,
applied to the experimental study of the bond behavior of fiber reinforced cementitious matrix
composite (FRCM) - concrete joints tested in single-lap direct shear tests. The use of digital
photogrammetry techniques and traditional contact measurement approaches for determining
displacement and strain are investigated and compared. The results show that measurements of
strain in the fiber bundles determined using the image correlation system (ICS) correlate well with
those obtained from electrical strain gauges. However, differences of 38% to 52% were observed
between the maximum strain measured with either ICS or electrical strain gages attached to the
fiber bundles and the maximum strain in the fiber bundles computed from the maximum applied
load. ICS is also used to measure slip and strain of bare fiber bundles, and results show that the
load distribution among fiber bundles is non-uniform. The proposed measurement approach shows
higher spatial measurement resolution and increased accuracy compared to traditional contact
approaches by enabling measurements in each fiber bundle and overcoming the need to attach
additional elements to the tested specimen.
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1. Introduction and Background
Fiber reinforced cementitious matrix composites have recently been shown great interest by the
research community for strengthening of reinforced concrete (RC) and masonry structures.
Inorganic cement based matrixes could represent a sustainable and durable alternative to epoxy used
in fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites. The matrixes are cement based mortars that are
usually modified by the addition of fly ash, silica fume, polymers, and/or short, low modulus fibers
that improve the strength, bond characteristics, durability, and ultimate deformation of the matrix
[1]. The mortar matrix is reinforced with continuous fibers in the form of a unidirectional sheet or a
bidirectional net to create the composite. Different names are used for this type of composite
including mineral based composites (MBC), textile reinforced mortar (TRM), textile reinforced
concrete (TRC), and fiber reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) composites. In this paper, the
term FRCM composites will be used. Types of fibers commonly used in FRCM composites are
carbon, glass, steel, polyparaphenylene benzobisoxazole (PBO), or aramid [2].
Studies reported so far in the literature demonstrate that externally-bonded FRCM composites can
be used successfully in RC strengthening applications (e.g., flexure [3-6], shear [7-9], and
confinement [10-13]). The bond between the additional reinforcement and the substrate to which it
is applied is essential for load sharing. Debonding failures are critical in strengthening applications
because loss of composite action can trigger global member failure. Thus, understanding the transfer
of force by bond between the FRCM composite and concrete is important for formulating
appropriate design models.
The limited available research on the bond behavior of FRCM composites suggests that debonding
usually occurs within the matrix as a progressive process at the matrix-fiber interface [14-18],
however other failure modes, therefore mechanisms, have been reported throughout the literature
such as debonding with cohesive failure in the substrate, debonding at the substrate-matrix interface
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[3,8], debonding at the interface between two consecutive layers of matrix [6], and fiber rupture
[17]. Accordingly, the bond behavior of FRCM strengthening systems depends on both the bond
between the embedded fiber bundles and the matrix, and between the matrix and the concrete surface
[19].
The bond behavior of FRP-concrete joints has been studied extensively using direct shear tests [2025], and more recently this type of test has been used to study the behavior of FRCM composites
bonded to concrete (e.g., single-lap [2,14,26], double-lap [27,28]). Direct shear tests of FRCMconcrete joints have been carried out to investigate the load response and failure mode of the bonded
composite and to determine key aspects such as the load-carrying capacity of the interface and the
interfacial shear stress – slip relation. To do so, contact measurements with traditional sensors such
as linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) and electrical strain gages have been used to
determine the fiber slippage and strain in the longitudinal fibers at pre-determined and discrete
locations. For example, several studies have measured the slip at the composite loaded end, termed
the “global slip” g, by averaging the displacement readings by LVDTs attached to the concrete
surface on either side of the composite and reacting off a plate that is attached to the bare fiber net
just outside of the composite loaded end [14,2,26]. Also, axial strain profiles determined by uniaxial
electrical resistance strain gages mounted to the longitudinal fibers at discrete locations along the
bonded length have been used to determine the effective bond length [27,16,18,2,14] and the
debonding load using a fracture mechanics approach [14]. The effective bond length is defined as
the minimum bonded length needed to develop the load-carrying capacity of the interface. Strain
profiles determined in this manner were also used to determine the fracture energy of the matrixfiber interface [26,14].
Although direct shear tests are straightforward to carry out, interpretation of the results from a
limited number of contact measurements at pre-determined and discrete locations can be challenging
considering complex issues such as cracking on the surface of the matrix [29,2,30], non-uniform
load distribution among individual fiber bundles [26], and eccentricity between the applied load and
supports [31]. Experimental tests on FRCM-concrete joints often show a wide variability in applied
load – global slip response [17], and this variability may be related to one or more of the
aforementioned factors. Since experimental results are often used in model development and
calibration [32-34], it is important that the results from experiments be well-understood.
Digital photogrammetry is a non-contact measuring approach for identifying coordinates of points
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and patterns in images obtained using imaging sensors such as charged-coupled devices (CCD) at
different stages. Baqersad et al. [35] classified digital photogrammetry techniques based on the
targets used as point tracking (PT), digital image correlation (DIC), and targetless approach. In this
study only PT and DIC techniques were used. The PT technique identifies the coordinates of discrete
points using optical targets mounted to test structures. The optical targets are found using an ellipse
finding algorithm within each image. A subpixel edge localization algorithm is used to accurately
determine the shape of the ellipse as the generalization of a circle [36]. The coordinates of the center
of the fitted ellipse are identified using the triangulation technique. The displacements of the targets
are determined by tracking the optical targets in different time stages and comparing their
coordinates to the reference (unloaded) stage [35].
DIC is a full field technique that works based on gray-scale variations of a continuous pattern,
usually a high contrast stochastic sprayed on pattern. Subsets of an image are identified based on the
stochastically distributed image information (i.e. light intensity), and the multi-dimensional
displacement of each subset is determined relative to its initial position. The individual displacement
of all subsets in an image constitutes the displacement field. DIC has become an accepted method
for measuring the surface displacement and displacement gradients in solid mechanics. Currently
there are several commercial image correlation systems (ICS) available on the open market. ICS are
relatively simple to implement and provide a large range of potential applications [37,38,23].
Additional information on digital photogrammetry is summarized in [35,39].
This paper presents a non-contact measurement approach, based on digital photogrammetry, applied
to the experimental study of the bond behavior of fiber reinforced cementitious matrix composite
(FRCM) - concrete joints tested in single-lap direct shear tests. The current focus is to develop
practical techniques for studying the behavior of bonded FRCM composites that provide more
effective and non-ambiguous results in order to aid in the understanding of the stress-transfer
mechanism within the composite. The use of ICS and traditional contact measurement (LVDTs and
strain gages) approaches are evaluated and discussed. Results of this study are intended to provide
a basis and guidance for future studies of the bond behavior of FRCM composites.

2. Experimental campaign
2.1 Materials
The composite was comprised of a bidirectional, balanced, dry carbon fiber net and a cementitious
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mortar matrix. Mechanical properties of the fibers are provided in terms of ultimate tensile strength,
ff, 4700 MPa, ultimate tensile strain εfu,, 1.8%, and modulus of elasticity, Ef, 240 GPa. The fiber net
geometrical properties are characterized by the center-to-center bundle spacing, bf, 20 mm, bundle
width, b*, and bundle thickness t*. The cross sectional area of the bundles, A*b , was determined
following the procedure to obtain the linear mass density of bundles indicated in [40]. Assuming a
rectangular cross section, t* was calculated by dividing A*b by b*, assumed to be equal to 5 mm.
Based on a sample of six bundles taken from one fiber net, the average value of A*b was 1.057 mm2
with a coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.011. The average value of t* was 0.210 mm with a COV
of 0.055.
The matrix was a ready-mixed, cementitious, shrinkage-compensated, fiber reinforced compound
mortar. The mean flexural strength ftm and mean compressive strength fcm of the mortar were
determined according to [41] and [42]. Nine 40×40×160 mm prisms were used to determine ftm 6.83
MPa (COV 0.173), and the resulting two halves of each prism were tested in compression between
40×40 mm steel plates to determine fcm 32.8MPa (COV 0.145). The samples were tested at 28 days.
The concrete prisms were made of normalweight portland cement concrete with the maximum
aggregate size of 10 mm. The mean compressive strength fc of 59.3 MPa (COV 0.150) was
determined according to EN:12390-3 [43] at 28 days with six 150 × 150 × 150 mm cubes.

2.2 Test specimens
Composite strips were cast in place onto the surface of unreinforced concrete prisms. All concrete
prisms were 125 × 125 × 500 mm. The fiber strips were 500 mm long containing three longitudinal
fiber bundles. The width b of the composite strip was 60 mm, so that three longitudinal fiber bundles
of the net would be fully embedded in the matrix. The bonded length used in this study was lc = 330
mm and was chosen based on previous studies indicating the effective bond length of carbon FRCM
composite is longer than 200 mm [18]. It should be noted that according to D'Ambrisi et al. [16] the
effective bond length of carbon FRCM composite is less than 110 mm. Because of these different
results, as a conservative approach a relatively long bonded length was used in this study.
The concrete surface was cleaned and prepared with light sandblasting corresponding to a Concrete
Surface Profile number 3, as defined by the International Concrete Repair Institute [44], prior to
applying the composite. Wood forms were first attached to the surface of the concrete prism to allow
for good control of the bonded area and thickness, then a mortar layer (internal layer) of 4 mm
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thickness was cast onto the concrete surface. The fiber net was subsequently placed on the surface
of the fresh mortar. A second set of forms was attached on top of the fiber net to secure it in place
and to cast the external layer of mortar of 4 mm thickness, resulting in an 8 mm composite thickness.
The specimens were then cured in the laboratory under normal ambient conditions (20°C and 50%
relative humidity) until the day of testing.
In this paper three specimens are presented and discussed in detail. The specimens presented are part
of a larger experimental program that included different fiber types and different ages of composite
at test date as presented elsewhere [45]. Each group is identified by acronyms indicating the fiber
type (C=carbon) and the age in days of the composite at test date. The identification of a particular
specimen in a group is indicated by the last digit (for example, C_28_2 indicates carbon fibers, age
at test date of 28 days, second specimen of the series). The same naming system is adopted in this
paper for clarity. The three specimens included in this paper are replicate specimens from the same
group. The specimens were equipped with a variety of instrumentation (discussed in Section 2.4) so
that the results could be examined and compared. The specimens are listed in Table 1.

2.3 Test setup and procedure
A single-lap (direct) shear test setup was adopted in this study. A push-pull configuration was used
in which the composite fibers were pulled while the concrete prism was restrained (Fig. 1a). A
similar test setup was used by others [46,47,2] to test other FRCM composite-concrete joints. Two
aluminum plates were glued to the end of the fiber net using a thermosetting epoxy resin (Fig. 1b,c).
The aluminum plates were then introduced between two steel plates that were bolted together to
clamp the fiber net. The steel clamp was attached to a pinned joint through which the load was
applied to the bare fiber strips. The concrete prism was restrained using a 50 mm thick steel plate
anchored with four 18 mm diameter rods to the fixed end of the testing machine.
The loading was applied in displacement (machine stroke) control at a rate of 0.05 mm/min using a
closed loop servo-hydraulic universal testing machine with a maximum capacity of 600 kN. The
testing machine was equipped with load cell having a 3.75 N absolute resolution and 0.36% expected
measuring uncertainty. The load was recorded at frequency of 10 Hz. Data from the testing machine
and the instrumentation (discussed in Section 2.4) were acquired by data acquisition systems
controlled by personal computers.
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2.4 Instrumentation
2.4.1 Non-contact measurements
A commercially available 3D ICS was used in this study. The ICS system contains two 5 Megapixel
CCD digital cameras equipped with 12 mm focal length lenses, a data acquisition and storage
system, and a dedicated software for data processing and computation of measurements. Images
were acquired with a frequency of 1 Hz together with the corresponding load provided by the load
cell of the testing machine (Section 2.3). The ICS was used to employ the PT and DIC techniques.
The measuring volume is defined as the 3D space that the ICS system can measure and for which it
is calibrated. For the tests in this study, the system was calibrated following the manufacturer’s
recommendations for a measuring volume of 390 × 340 × 340 mm (width × height × depth). The
measuring volume contains a cloud of uniquely identified measuring points, with a set of 3D
Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z). In this study, the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system was chosen
at bottom left corner of the composite as shown in Fig. 1b,c.
In this work the PT technique was used to evaluate displacement and strain of the composite fiber
bundles via virtual displacement transducers and virtual strain gages described in the paragraphs that
follow, while the DIC technique was used to evaluate the displacement and strain fields on the
surface of the matrix. Optical targets used for the PT technique were high contrast adhesive markers
with a defined circular geometry and 1.5 mm diameter (Fig. 1c). For DIC measurements, a white
base layer was applied to the surface of the specimen, and then black paint was sprayed using an
airbrush to create a high contrast, random speckle pattern required for DIC (Fig. 1a, 1c).
Virtual displacement transducers (VDTs) were defined and used to determine the global slip of
individual longitudinal fiber bundles gi (subscript i=1,2,3 denotes the bundle numbered from left to
right on the front of the specimen). gi is measured as the change in distance between the measuring
point on the corresponding fiber bundle and a reference line defined by Reference Point 1 and
Reference Point 2 located on the top support steel plate that is assumed to be fixed throughout the
test. In Fig. 2, three VDTs are defined from left to right with a number identifying the longitudinal
fiber bundle and are named VDT1, VDT2, and VDT3.
Virtual strain gages (VSGs) were defined and used to measure strain in the individual longitudinal
fiber bundles by determining the relative change in distance between two point markers attached to
the fiber bundles. In this case strain is defined as a change in the distance between two measuring
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points on the bundle divided by the initial distance between them, referred to as the gauge length.
Three VSGs are shown in Fig. 3 as 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 . VSGs 𝜀𝜀1𝑣𝑣 , ε𝑣𝑣2 , and ε𝑣𝑣3 were used to measure the strain between
point markers 10 and 11, 20 and 21, and 30 and 31, respectively, shown in Fig. 3.

DIC results were obtained using a 10 pixel facet size at a step of 10 pixels. This choice of facet and
step size showed suitable resolution and accuracy, similar to results presented by D’Antino et al.
[31]. The measurement accuracy of the ICS system was 0.037 pixels. For the measuring volume
used, a displacement accuracy of 0.006 mm and a strain accuracy of 1000 µε was obtained.
Measurements acquired by ICS for each specimen are summarized in Table 1.

2.4.2 Contact measurements
For one specimen (specimen C_28_2), the global slip g was measured using two LVDTs, D1 and
D2 (Fig. 1b), that were attached to the concrete surface close to the composite edge and oriented
parallel to the bonded length. The rod of the LVDTs reacted against an aluminum L-plate that was
glued to the bare fiber net outside of the bonded area. The average of the two LDVT measurements
is reported as g� .

Two specimens (specimens C_28_2 and C_28_3) were instrumented with five uniaxial electrical
strain gages 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 , with subscript i denoting the fiber bundle and subscript j denoting the location of

the strain gage on the fiber bundle as shown in Fig. 1. The strain gages were attached to the
longitudinal fiber bundle using a cyanoacrylate adhesive prior to casting the composite.
Measurements acquired by the LVDTs and electrical strain gages for each specimen are summarized

in Table 1. Measurements from the LVDTs and electrical strain gages were sampled at a frequency
of 10 Hz.

3. Experimental results
3.1 General behavior, failure mode, and maximum load
For each of the specimens presented in this paper, failure was characterized by considerable slippage
between the fibers and matrix. Debonding occurred at the fiber-matrix interface, and no damage was
observed at the matrix-concrete interface.
Cracking of the matrix was observed on the composite surface of specimens C_28_2 and C_28_3 at
the locations of electrical strain gages 𝜀𝜀2,2 and 𝜀𝜀2,3 after the maximum load. Cracking was likely
caused by a stress concentration due to the presence of the strain gauge [2] and large slips between
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the fibers and the substrate accompanied by eccentricity in the applied load [31]. Matrix cracking is
discussed further in Section 4.4.
The normal stress 𝜎𝜎𝑃𝑃 and strain 𝜀𝜀𝑃𝑃 in the longitudinal fiber bundles associated with the applied load

P are defined by Equation 1 and Equation 2, respectively:

𝜎𝜎𝑃𝑃 =
𝜀𝜀𝑃𝑃 =

𝑃𝑃

Equation 1

𝜎𝜎𝑃𝑃

Equation 2

𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴∗𝑏𝑏

𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓

where n is the number of longitudinal fiber bundles (n=3). It should be noted that in Equations 1 and
2, σP and 𝜀𝜀𝑃𝑃 are calculated assuming the load is shared evenly between the bundles in the composite

and that the stress distribution over the bundle cross section is uniform. Although previous studies

[26] and [48] have demonstrated that these two assumptions do not hold, similar equations are often
used to compare composites with different widths [28,14] or different fiber-to-matrix reinforcement
ratios and have also been proposed within procedures to provide engineering parameters for
externally bonded FRCM reinforcement [17,49].
Table 1 reports the maximum load Pmax, the average global slip at the maximum load g� Pi max computed

as the average of the slip measured on each fiber bundle gi (measured using ICS), the average global
slip at maximum load g� Pmax computed as the average of the two LVDT measurements (specimen

C_28_2 only), the normal stress in the longitudinal fiber bundles at the maximum load σPmax
P

determined by Equation 1, the strain in the fibers at the maximum load εPmax determined by Equation
P

𝑣𝑣,Pmax

2, the strain in the central fiber bundle measured by ICS ε𝑣𝑣2 at the maximum load ε2

, the strain

in the central fiber bundle measured by electrical strain gauge ε2,1 at the maximum load ε2,1max
P

(specimens C_28_2 and C_28_3), and the observed failure mode.

3.2 Load-global slip response
The applied load P – global slip responses for the three specimens are shown in Fig. 4 in which the
global slip of each individual fiber bundle gi determined using ICS is plotted. Fig. 4 also plots the
average global slip, g� i determined as the average of the slip measured on each fiber bundle gi for

each load level. The responses in Fig. 4 show that each specimen exhibits an initial linear response.

After a certain load level the response becomes non-linear. After the maximum load is reached, the
applied load decreases with increasing global slip until a constant value of P is reached. The load
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responses resemble the idealized response described by D’Antino et al. [14] for PBO FRCMconcrete joints.
For a given load level, Fig. 4 shows that measurements of global slip in individual fiber bundles gi
are generally consistent for specimens C_28_2 and C_28_3 up to the maximum load. On the other
hand, measurements of global slip in individual fiber bundles are significantly different for a given
load level for specimen C_28_1, which shows a sudden change in stiffness at a maximum load of
0.779 kN. This is believed to be caused by a non-uniform distribution of load between the
longitudinal fiber bundles and is discussed further in Section 4.2. This behavior was observed by
other researchers in single-lap shear tests of FRCM-concrete joints using contact measurements [2].

3.3 Longitudinal fiber strain profiles
The variation of axial strain εyy along the length of the central longitudinal fiber bundle measured
with electrical strain gages at different values of applied load P is presented Fig. 5a and b for
specimens C_28_2 and C_28_3, respectively. The axes and strain gage positions are defined in Fig.
P

1. The strains measured outside of the bonded length at the maximum load Pmax (ε2,1max ) were 5680
µε and 4870 µε for specimens C_28_2 and C_28_3, respectively (see Table 1).

In the profiles shown in Fig. 5, the strain in the fiber bundles was considered constant over the length
from the location of 𝜀𝜀2,1 (y=377 mm) to the beginning of the bonded area (y=330 mm). This

assumption is supported by findings reported in [2] on PBO FRCM-concrete joints instrumented
with electrical strain gages placed in additional locations along the bare fibers outside the bonded
area.

Axial strains determined with ICS on the central fiber bundle of specimen C_28_3 outside the
bonded region, 𝜀𝜀2𝑣𝑣 , are also plotted in Fig. 5b at the corresponding location y for the same load levels
as those used to plot the electrical strain gage readings. Values of 𝜀𝜀2𝑣𝑣 determined with ICS show good

correlation with values determined by electrical strain gage 𝜀𝜀2,1 (i.e., within 5%).

The value of strains measured with the electrical strain gauge on the central bundle outside the
v,Pmax

bonded region at the maximum load ε2,1max , as well as the value determined by ICS ε2
P

for specimen

C_28_3, are considerably higher than the value εPmax computed using Equations 1 and 2 for applied
P

load P = Pmax (see Table 1). A similar observation was made other authors [27,16] and was attributed
to the non-uniform strain distribution among fibers within a single bundle. However, the difference
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v,Pmax

between εPmax and values of ε2,1max and ε2
P

P

can also be attributed to the non-uniform load distribution

between the longitudinal fiber bundles as further demonstrated in Section 4.2.
The strain profiles plotted in Fig. 5 suggest that the effective bond length of the carbon-FRCM
composite is longer than 200 mm but less than 330 mm. This is in good agreement with results of
Malena et al. [18], who reported an effective transfer length of approximately 200 mm, and is
different than results of D’Ambrisi et al. [16] who reported an effective anchorage length lower than
110 mm. It should be noted that both results of [18] and [16] were obtained using masonry substrates,
however debonding was associated with slippage of the fibers relative to the matrix, as in the case
of the present study.
The axial strain profiles in Fig. 5a for specimen C_28_2 (with an L-plate used to measure g with the
LDVTs) show a decrease in strain along the bundle length from ε2,2 (y = 277 mm) to the location of
ε2,1 (y = 377 mm) at load levels close to the maximum load. Strain fluctuations close to the loaded
end were also reported by Sneed et al. [2] at load levels close to the maximum load, followed by a
sharp increase in recorded strain after considerable slip, which was attributed to local bond
conditions and debonding of the electrical strain gage caused by large slips. However, such behavior
was not observed in this study. It is possible that the attached L-plate plays a role in the load
distribution between the bundles, in this case concentrating more load in the central bundle. Further
studies are required to study this issue, where the strain along the length of each fiber bundle should
be measured.

3.4 Matrix surface strain and displacement field
The ICS system was used to obtain the displacement and strain fields on the surface of the specimens
by means of the DIC method. Fig. 6a and c show the axial strain εyy profile on the surface of the
composite along the composite bonded length at the maximum load for specimens C_28_2 and
C_28_3, respectively. The longitudinal strains εyy were computed as the average over the range from
4.0 mm < x < 9.0 mm, where x = 7.5 mm corresponds to the center of the left bundle (bundle 1).
The left bundle was chosen for this analysis because the presence of wires connecting the electrical
strain gages to the data acquisition system interfered with the images of the ICS system over the
center and right bundle.
Fig. 6a and c show that the values of axial strain on the external surface of the composite were
relatively small (± 1000 µε) and are much smaller than values measured in the central fiber bundle
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at various positions y along the composite bonded length of the same specimen (Fig. 5a and b,
respectively). As noted in [2], in the case of FRCM composites values of strain must be determined
on the fibers instead of the composite surface, as is common in the case of FRP. This issue presents
a challenge in determining the strain profiles using ICS, since measurements are taken on the surface
of the body, however one possible approach is the method described by Carloni et al. [26] where the
external matrix layer was omitted thereby exposing the fiber net.
Fig. 6a and also show the longitudinal displacement dyy of the matrix surface at x = 7.5 mm obtained
by DIC for different values of g� i for specimens C_28_2 and C_28_3, respectively. The applied load

P – average global slip g� i relations for the corresponding specimens are shown in Fig. 6b and d,

respectively, for comparison. Fig. 6a and c show that at the average global slip corresponding to the
maximum load, very small values of longitudinal displacement were measured along the surface of

the composite. As the average global slip was increased, portions of the matrix surface near the
loaded end showed non-zero displacement measurements that increased in magnitude and length in
a step-wise manner with increasing values of global slip. Further discussion on the surface
displacements is presented in Section 4.4.

4. Discussion
4.1 Comparison of load responses determined by LDVT and ICS
measurements
The top part of Fig. 7 shows the applied load-global slip response of specimen C_28_2 in which the
dashed lines represent the displacement measurements of the individual LVDTs, and the solid lines
represent the global slip of each bundle measured with ICS. The use of LVDTs reacting off the Lplate glued on the bare fibers yielded values that were initially negative caused by the rotation of the
L-plate about the x-axis (i.e., out-of-plane of the composite). Because the bare fiber net is flexible,
when the bundles are not tensioned, the spring in the two LVDTs is strong enough to cause the
rotation of the L-plate at the initial stage. Together with the increase of the applied load P, the
bundles straighten as a result of tensioning. This in turn rotates the L-plate back, perpendicular to
the fiber net, causing negative readings of LVDTs as shown by the plots of D1raw and D2raw. After
a load level of P=0.8 kN it was observed that the L-plate stabilized, and the LVDT measurements
were adjusted to zero. The adjusted curves are shown as D1 and D2. The correction can be
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considered equivalent to pretensioning the fibers at the beginning of the test. It should be noted that
details about such specimen preparation or adjustments are not commonly reported in the available
literature. Also, several types LVDT-plate assemblies have been used in single lap direct shear tests
of FRCM-concrete joints [2,17,46], however it is not discussed if such effects were observed.
On the other hand, measurements with ICS did not appear to be influenced by the rotation of the Lplate at the beginning of the test. The ICS-measured slip of each fiber bundle is shown by the g1, g2,
and g3 curves, which are similar to the D1 and D2 (corrected) curves.
The bottom part of Fig. 7 compares the applied load P – global slip g� raw response, obtained by

averaging the values of D1raw and D2raw, and the P - global slip g� response, obtained by averaging

the D1 and D2 values, to the applied load P – global slip g� i response, obtained by averaging g� 1 , g� 2 ,

and g� 3 . It can observed that the P - g� and P - g� i responses are similar in shape, although the P - g�

response shows a higher initial rigidity compared to the P - g� i response. This is believed to be the
result of the initial prestress and rotation of the L-plate around the x-axis. Therefore the initial rigidity

is slightly overestimated when using measurements from the LVDTs. These results suggest that ICS
measurements are able to capture better the initial load response of FRCM – concrete joints. The
onset of the nonlinear response of the joint can be more easily identified and the scatter observed in
the linear response [17,32,33] can be reduced.

4.2 Load distribution between fiber bundles
The impregnation of the matrix into the fiber bundles of FRCM composites can differ from bundle
to bundle causing the applied load to be shared unevenly between the bundles. The non-uniform
load distribution was evidenced and studied by Carloni et al. [26] by a rigid rotation of the plate
attached to the bare fiber bundles used to measure g, however the discrete distribution of the load
among the different fiber bundles could not be quantified in that study.
In specimen C_28_2 the non-uniform distribution of the load is evidenced in Fig. 7 by the difference
in the D1 and D2 curves, determined by the two LVDT measurements. A similar non-uniform
distribution can be observed from the difference in g1, g2, and g3 curves of the ICS measurements.
Individual measurements gi on each bundle also show that the load distribution among the bundles
is not linear across the width of the composite. Instead it is influenced by the random nature of the
bonding properties between the fibers and matrix. The load distribution can be better observed on
specimen C_28_1 (Fig. 4) where, due to a more pronounced non-uniformity of the load, the
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specimen failed prematurely. In specimen C_28_1 one bundle (bundle 3, corresponding to g3)
appeared to have better bond with the matrix than the other two bundles. This explains the high
discrepancy in the maximum loads between specimen C_28_1 and specimens C_28_2 and C_28_3
(Table 1).
Using ICS, the strain in each bare fiber bundle 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 can be associated to the global slip of each bundle
gi . Fig. 8 shows the 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 – gi behavior of the three longitudinal bundles for specimen C_28_3. For

comparison, the 𝜀𝜀2,1 - g2 response is also plotted in the graph where ε2,1 is the value determined by

the electrical strain gage mounted outside the bonded region (see Fig. 1c). The measured response
of bundle 2 using the electrical strain gage 𝜀𝜀2.1 and ICS 𝜀𝜀2𝑣𝑣 shows good agreement. The strain 𝜀𝜀2𝑣𝑣

measured with ICS shows higher noise than the strain measured with the electrical strain gage 𝜀𝜀2,1 .

The accuracy of 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 can be increased by using an ICS with higher camera resolution or longer gage

length.

In Fig. 8 it can be observed that all bundles attain similar maximum strains (i.e., between 4850 and
5700 µε), however the overall pullout behavior of the different bundles is significantly different.
P

For reference, the global slip measured in each bundle at the maximum load gi max is indicated by
dashed lines in the figure. Fig. 8 shows that at maximum load (as indicated by the corresponding
values of gi max ), the strain level in the bundles varies substantially (i.e., values of 𝜀𝜀1𝑣𝑣 , 𝜀𝜀2𝑣𝑣 , and 𝜀𝜀3𝑣𝑣 are
P

1587 µε, 4990 µε, and 3994 µε, respectively). The responses also show that the debonding process

of the individual fiber bundles can start before the maximum load is reached (bundles 1 and 3) or
after (bundle 2). These results obtained by ICS exemplify the non-uniform distribution of the applied
load between the bundles based on the measured strain. The authors assume that the non-uniform
load distribution is a result of stochastically distributed bond properties between the fiber bundles
and the matrix that influence the axial stiffness of the bundle, despite the load being applied
uniformly to the bundles through the epoxy bonded aluminum plates. In the case of specimen
C_28_3, cracking of the matrix was not observed until later in the debonding process, which suggests
that although cracking can influence the load distribution between the bundles, there are other
reasons why the load is not uniformly distributed, even in the apparently elastic part of the response.

4.3 Longitudinal fiber bundle strain
Strains in the longitudinal fiber bundles in FRCM composites have been shown to vary across the
cross section of the bundle [48]. Because the matrix cannot fully penetrate in between the fibers of
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the bundle, the fibers in the outside sleeve are more heavily stressed than the fibers in the core of the
bundle. The bare fibers bundles outside the composite bonded area (from y=330 mm up to the
clamped end) are expected to have this same distribution across the cross section of the bundle.
As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, the point markers used to define the VSGs were self-adhesive stickers
attached the surface of the bundle (to the fibers in the outer layer of the bundle) (Fig. 1c). If the
assumption that the strain in the outer layer of fibers of a bundle as defined in [48] is constant holds,
then the strain measured using VSGs represents the strain in the outer layer (sleeve), and is therefore
expected to be larger than the average strain in the fiber bundle. On the other hand, electrical strain
gages were glued to the fiber bundle using a cyanoacrylate adhesive with a relatively low viscosity.
Besides bonding the electrical strain gage to the fibers, the adhesive impregnates the bundle and
bonds the fibers together, possibly influencing the local stress distribution over the bundle cross
section and the debonding of the bundle from the matrix. However, the typical tensile modulus of
cyanoacrylate adhesive is 1.2 GPa, therefore the influence can be considered small, and the strain
measured by electrical strain gages can be assumed to be the strain in the outer sleeve of the bundle.
The good correlation between the strains measured outside the composite bonded region with ICS
and the electrical strain gages in Fig. 5b confirms the assumption that the strain measured with strain
gages is indeed the strain in the bundle outer sleeve fibers.
Differences of 38% to 52% were observed between the values of maximum strain in fiber bundles
obtained from the maximum applied load and values measured with either electrical strain gages
attached to the fiber bundle or using the ICS. On the other hand, results of Sneed et al. [2] show that
the strain measured with strain gages coincides with the computed average strain in the bundle based
on the applied load suggesting that glued-on strain gages provide the average strain in the bundle
rather than the strain in the outer sleeve bundles. However, the results in that study were obtained
based on measurements from only one bundle of the composite and could be influenced by the
previously discussed non-uniform load distribution load between the bundles.

4.4 Significance of matrix surface strain and displacement
measurements
The matrix surface strains depicted in Fig. 6a and c show oscillations with a maximum amplitude of
1000 µε. In the study by D’Antino et al. [31] oscillations of similar nature and magnitude were
observed and attributed to the presence of the transversal bundles of the fiber net. According to
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Mazzoleni [50], DIC presents higher uncertainties for constant displacement fields (zero strain), and
the uncertainty decreases with the increase of deformation. For the measuring volume used in this
case, strains below 1000 µε are below the system’s measurement noise level, and therefore Fig. 6a
and c indicate a zero strain state on the matrix surface. The assumption of a zero strain state on the
matrix surface is confirmed by the constant displacement fields depicted in Fig. 6a and c and is in
good agreement with findings of D’Antino et al. [31] showing a rigid body motion of the external
matrix layer. However increasing the measuring accuracy or changing the measurement field size
could possibly lead to different results.
After the maximum load, at a global slip value g� i of 1.60 and 1.70 mm for specimens C_28_2 and

C_28_3, respectively, cracks appeared on the matrix surface spanning across the composite width
on both specimens. Cracks appeared when the strain in the matrix exceeded the ultimate tensile
strain of the mortar. The presence of strain gages most likely resulted in local stress concentrations
in the matrix at large values of slip. The formation of cracks is shown in Fig. 6a and c as a sharp

increase in the longitudinal displacement indicating their location along the bonded length. At g� i =
3.60 mm for both specimens two cracks and their locations can be observed in Fig. 6a and c. Fig. 6a

and c also show that the displacement field between the cracks is constant suggesting rigid body
motion of the segments of the external matrix layer.
In general the load response of the FRCM-concrete joint is influenced by the presence of cracks in
the matrix [31]. In Fig. 6 it can be observed that the formation and opening of the first crack is
associated with a sudden drop in the applied load. Since the first crack appears after the maximum
load, the stress transfer mechanism between the fiber bundles and the matrix up to maximum load
is not affected for the specimens considered.

5. Conclusions
A non-contact measurement approach based on digital photogrammetry, applied to the experimental
study of the bond behavior of fiber reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) - concrete joints by
single-lap direct shear tests, was presented in this paper. The tests were carried out in a universal
testing machine and instrumented with both traditional contact measurement systems (LVDTs and
electrical strain gages) and state-of-the-art non-contact ICS (including PT and DIC techniques). A
method using a commercially available ICS to measure the global slip g and strain in the bare fiber
bundles at the loaded end was proposed. Based on the results of this study and discussions
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concerning contact and non-contact measuring methods presented herein, the following conclusions
can be made:
•

The strain in the bare fiber bundles at the loaded end measured using ICS (PT method)
showed good correlation with the measurements obtained from electrical strain gages;

•

Using the ICS (PT method) the load - global slip response of each individual fiber bundle,
and of the FRCM –concrete joint, can be determined with a higher accuracy compared to
LVDTs and overcome the need to attach additional elements to the tested specimen;

•

ICS results demonstrated that in single-lap direct-shear setups, the applied load is not
distributed uniformly to the fiber bundles but rather is randomly distributed based on the
bond properties of each bundle;

•

Differences of 38% to 52% were observed between the values of maximum strain in fiber
bundles computed from the maximum applied load and values measured with either
electrical strain gages attached to the fiber bundle or using ICS (PT method). These results
show that approximating the strain in the fiber from the maximum load may not be
representative of the actual strain in the fiber bundles, and can even yield to erroneous
results;

•

Crack detection and localization in the composite matrix was determined using DIC.
Sudden drops in the applied load were shown to be correlated with the formation of cracks;

•

Debonding of the carbon-FRCM composite in this study occurred at the matrix-fiber
interface. The axial strain distribution along the bundle length suggests an effective bond
length between 200 mm and 330 mm.

While the results presented in this study are based on a limited number of specimens, the authors
believe that the advantages of digital photogrammetry (especially the point tracking method) over
contact instruments discussed herein can greatly aid the study of the complex behavior of FRCMconcrete joints in future experimental tests.
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Tables
Table 1 Summary of instrumentation and test results

Pmax
[kN]

P

g� i max

[mm]

g� Pmax

[mm]

𝑃𝑃

𝜎𝜎𝑃𝑃 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

[MPa]

Instrumentation
P

P

εPmax

ε𝑣𝑣,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
2

max
ε2,1

[µε]

[µε]

[µε]

Failure mode

Specimen

Results

C_28_1
0.779
0.738
246
1020
1250
FDa
C_28_2
1.634
1.073
0.809
515
2150
5680
FDa
C_28_3
1.947
1.150
614
2560
4990
4870
FDa
Symbols ✓ and ✗ indicate whether measurements were acquired or not, respectively.
a
fiber debonding

LVDT
g
✗
✓
✗

Electrical
strain gages
𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
✗
✓
✓

ICS
VDT
gi
✓
✓
✓

VSG
𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣
✓
✗
✓

Matrix strain and
displacement field
✓
✓
✓
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List of figures

Fig. 1 Test setup (a) photo, (b) and (c) schematic showing locations of LVDTs (D1 and D2), strain
gages, point markers, and optical measurements for specimens C_28_2 and C_28_3, respectively
(gi denotes the location of global slip measurement on fiber bundle; εi,j denotes electrical strain
gage; εvi denotes virtual strain gage on the fiber bundle)

Fig. 2 Definition of virtual displacement transducers (VDTs), specimen C_28_3
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Fig. 3 Definition of virtual strain gages (VSGs), specimen C_28_3

Fig. 4 Applied load P and normal fiber stress 𝜎𝜎𝑃𝑃 - global slip g response of tested specimens, average
global slip g� i and individual bundle global slip gi

Fig. 5 Strain profiles along length of central longitudinal fiber bundle at different applied load levels
for (a) specimen C_28_2 and (b) C_28_3 (measurements circled correspond to values of strain 𝜀𝜀2𝑣𝑣

determined by ICS)
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Fig. 6 Specimen C_28_2 (a) matrix surface longitudinal displacement dyy at x = 7.5 mm and matrix
surface longitudinal strain 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 at maximum load, and (b) corresponding load P - g� i response;

Specimen C_28_3 (c) matrix surface longitudinal displacement dyy at x = 7.5 mm and matrix surface
longitudinal strain 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 at maximum load, and (d) corresponding load P - g� i response
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Fig. 7 Load P versus LVDTs displacement and global slip gi measurements (top) and load P versus
g� raw (average of D1raw and D2raw), g� (average of D1 and D2), and g� i (average of g� 1 , g� 2 , and g� 3 )

(bottom) for specimen C_28_2

Fig. 8 Strain at loaded end εvi - global slip gi (for each bundle) for specimen C_28_3 (dashed lines
P

indicate the value of global slip in each bundle at maximum load gi max )
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